Introduction
A data stream is a sequence of data samples that is generated continuously over time and therefore it cannot be saved permanently to memory. It is difficult to process data streams using traditional data mining algorithms because the size of the data stream is typically too large to manage. Therefore, there is rising interest with processing data streams efficiently. One of difficulties in dealing with streaming data is that concept drift can happen since the data distribution or the interests of users can vary over time [1] . For example, in credit card payments when a new fraud pattern that has not been learned is found or the existing fraud pattern in deformed, the classifier may not be able to correctly predict a fraud event [2] . Concept drift can be classified into three major categories: the sudden drift which arises abruptly, the gradual drift which occurs steadily with an overlapping period, and the reoccurring drift indicating that the concept disappeared activates again after some interval of time. Regarding various scenarios of concept drift, numerous studies have been conducted so as to adjust the model to the latest concept [3] , [4] .
Generally, methods to cope with concept drift assume one among three situations according to the availability of data labels. The three assumptions are full access to all class labels of the data streams, no access, and limited access. When we can gain full access to class labels, for the incoming data samples, the labels are predicted through the current classification model. During the comparison process with actual labels, error rates can be used to determine whether to update the current classification model or generate a new model. However, the assumption that labels become available immediately after a data sample arrives is not generally suitable when processing the data stream due to the labeling costs and the time-consuming process to obtain labels. When access to the labels is limited and only small amount of labeled data is available, concept drift can be detected by monitoring the classifier output [5] - [7] . With no access to the labels of data samples, there is no information about the labels of the data stream. In such a case, the distribution of the data samples is typically used to detect concept changes [8] , [9] . In this paper, we propose an effective drift detection method which can be applied under the limited or no access to class labels. The proposed method utilizes the probability estimates for class prediction and detects concept drift reliably on unlabeled data streams. This paper extends the conference paper [10] where the concept drift was dealt only for the situation of the limited labeling information. When the access to class labels is not available, the probability estimates for class prediction is generated by a virtual classifier based on the clustering structure.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the methods used to detect concept drift in streaming data. In Sect. 3, concept drift detection methods are presented in two types of situations of limited access and no access to class labels. Section 4 covers the experimental results for synthetic and real data. The conclusion is given in Sect. 5.
Related Work
Under the assumption that all class labels are available immediately, the drift detection method (DDM) [11] detects changes based on the number of prediction errors yielded by the classification model. Using the confidence interval estimation for the average of the error rates, DDM defines an abrupt increase in the error rate as an occurrence of concept drift. Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) [12] detects changes by analyzing the distance between two errors. Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [13] method uses exponentially weighted moving average chart Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers to monitor the misclassification rate of the classifier.
In [14] learning from concept-drifting data streams is performed based on a sliding window of an adaptive size. The window size increases when no change is apparent and it shrinks when data changes. Using an ensemble of classifiers has been shown to be very powerful, especially when a base classifier is weak and unstable. In a concept-drifting data stream, a new member of the ensemble family is built on a chunk of recent data samples and an outdated member is removed. By assigning weights to ensemble members depending on the estimated error rate, concept drift can be dealt with [15] . In [16] , two ensemble methods, bagging by ADWIN (ADaptive WINdowing) [14] and bagging by adaptive-size Hoeffding trees, are proposed.
Under the limited access to class labels due to high labeling cost and time consumption, the classification model is constructed using the small amount of labeled data and concept drift on unlabeled data is detected using the confidence value derived from the classifier. For the unlabeled data, the reference window and the detection window's confidence distributions are used to detect the change. The method in [5] analyzes a sequence of the posterior estimates derived from the classifier by using the univariate statistical tests such as Two sample t-test and Wilcoxon Rank sum test. CDBD (Confidence Distribution Batch Detection) [6] uses the confidence estimated by the classifier. It uses KullbackLeibler Divergence to compare the distribution of the confidence values. Recently, uMD (using Margin Density) [7] method with the SVM classifier was proposed. The term Margin Density refers to the proportion of data samples that fall within the region of uncertainty by the SVM model. When the difference between the minimum and maximum margin density levels exceeds a predefined threshold, it is determined that a change has occurred. After drift happens, the labeling information of recent data samples is used to retrain the classifier. However, those methods in [5] - [7] can only be applied for binary class problems.
Semi-supervised learning methods utilize a large number of unlabeled data with the limited amount of labeled data. In [17] , an incremental decision tree is built on data streams with unlabeled data. A clustering algorithm is used to detect concept drift at leaves and the detection of concept drift triggers splitting of the leaf node. In [18] , a classification model is built on the data chunk of a fixed size by combining relational k-means clustering and semi-supervised learning, and it is used to predict class labels for the unlabeled data samples of the next data chunk. The method can be more useful for streaming data with gradual drift. An ensemble method of semi-supervised learning models was proposed in [19] . A classification model is constructed by k-nearest neighbor algorithm based on the clusters which are obtained by semi-supervised clustering on the data chunk of a fixed-sized window. The ensemble model is updated by choosing the best L models from the previous L models and the new model.
In the situation of no access to data labels, the drift detection methods capture the change using the distribution of the data features, as the labeling of the data is not available. General drift detection methods compare the data distribution in two windows and determine whether they come from the same distribution. Statistical tests such as The CNF Density Estimation Test [21] and Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test [8] are used to determine the differences in the distribution. When the null hypothesis that data in two windows are derived from the same distribution is rejected, the occurrence of concept drift is declared. The drift detection method in [9] uses Multivariate Wald-Wolfowitz test to detect the concept drift. However, it requires costly computations for the minimum spanning tree on a complete graph. Hido et al. [22] suggested the drift detection method by the virtual classifier(VC) which is constructed by assigning the label +1, −1 to adjacent two windows. This method assumes that if there is not certain difference in the two windows' distribution, the data samples in two windows will be classified by the almost 50% of prediction accuracy. The concept drift detection method in [21] also uses the VC. By using the SVM as a base model, it utilizes the average of margin and the error rate obtained by the VC. In [20] , learning on a data stream of unlabeled data samples after initially labeled data samples is performed. Given the initially labeled data samples in a data chunk, unlabeled data samples within the same data chunk are classified with semi-supervised learning algorithm. Then, a boundary object for each class is compactly constructed and data samples called core supports are extracted which play a role of labeled data samples with predicted labels in the next step [20] . This process is repeated for the next unlabeled data chunk together with core supports. This method is intended for facing gradual drift rather than abrupt drift.
The Proposed Drift Detection Methods

Drift Detection under the Limited Access to Class Labels
The initial classification model is constructed through a certain amount of data samples with their labels. Assume that the data sample sequence
ter constructing the initial model and their labels are predicted by the model. Because the proposed method operates under the condition of limited access to labels, it is not available to use the true class label for data samples that arrives continuously. Hence, we define the random variable X by using the confidence vector (or posterior probability) f (x i ) estimated by the classifier. For the data sample x i , let us denote the confidence belonging to the class j as
c ] and the predicted label vectorȳ i such as
The class j with the highest value from the confidence vector f (x i ) is predicted as the class label of x i . In this case, the prediction label vectorȳ i refers to the vector on which WhenX is the sample mean of n data samples from the distribution with a mean μ and standard deviation σ, the valueX gives the point estimation for the mean μ. On the other hand, the confidence interval estimation for the mean μ is known to be [
when n is large (n ≥ 30) and the samples are randomly drawn from a population [23] . When the standard deviation σ is unavailable, the standard deviation can be replaced with the sample standard deviation s. z α is defined by the significance level. The proposed method detects a change in the distribution of X using two windows: the reference window W re f and the detection window W det . Data samples in the reference window come from the current concept. On the other hand, it is conjectured that data samples in the detection window might be generated from a new concept. When the variables m re f , s re f are set as the mean and standard deviation of X(x i ) in the reference window W re f , the upper bound of the confidence interval for the mean μ is m re f + z α × s re f / √ n. When the point estimation by the mean m det in the detection window W det satisfies the condition (2), the decision is made that the change has occurred.
We set the upper bound as z α = 3 with the corresponding significance level of 99% in the experiments of Sect. 4. After the change is detected, the classification model is retrained using the data in W det with the true class labels acquired from the experts. It should be noted that large-sample confidence interval estimation for a population mean requires that samples are drawn randomly from a population [23] . However, the condition of random sampling may not hold for confidence interval estimation in the reference window.
In setting the reference and detection window, we propose three approaches: using Fixed Reference Windows (FRW), Moving Reference Windows (MRW), and Ensemble of Reference Windows (ERW).
Fixed Reference Windows (FRW)
When using a Fixed Reference Window, changes are detected while keeping W re f steady and only moving W det .
After training the initial model, in an incoming data sequence x 1 , x 2 , · · · , the reference window W re f is constructed by the values X(x i ) from x 1 to x n , and the detection window W det is built by the data from x n+1 to x 2n . If the drift detection by Eq. (2) does not occur, W det moves forward. That is, the oldest element X(x n+1 ) in W det is deleted, and from a newly arriving data sample x 2n+1 , X(x 2n+1 ) is calculated and added to W det . Consequently, W det now becomes 
Moving Reference Windows (MRW)
When using a Moving Reference Window, concept drift is detected by moving both windows,
. If no changes is signaled, W re f and W det move step by step and the revised windows are made such as
The MRW method is shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
Ensemble of Reference Windows (ERW)
In the method ERW, drift is detected by usingX and s chart [24] . Control chart is generally used in industries to control the statistical quality of data.X and s chart, which is one of various control charts, observes changes in distribution using the meanX w of windows' means {m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m w } and the means w of windows' standard deviations {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s w }. When the condition (3) is satisfied, it is determined that certain problem has occurred [24] .
The constant c 4 = √ 2/(n − 1) * (n/2 − 1)!/((n − 1)/2 − 1)! varies with the size n of the window. It is used to minimize the difference in the confidence interval by the size of the window. The goal in control charts is to prevent the occurrence of possible problems beforehand. While in the methods FRW and MRW a single reference window is used, in ERW the mean and standard deviation from previous reference windows are kept until concept drift is detected. That is, the mean {m 1 , · · · , m w } and the standard deviation {s 1 , · · · , s w } of the previous reference windows W re f 1 , · · · , W re f w are continuously generated until drift occurs. When the mean m det of W det exceeds the upper bound of the confidence interval estimation in (3), it is considered that concept shift occurs. Figure 2 (c) depicts the ERW method. The detection of drift at appropriate time can help effective analysis about the change in data generation mechanism. We intend to apply the drift detection method proposed in Sect. 3.1 for drift detection under no access to class labels. However, since no class labels are available at all, it is impossible to model the initial classifier. In order to circumvent the problem, we resort to the construction of grouping structure by clustering. By applying a clustering method such as k-means clustering for the unlabeled data chunk, a clustering structure is obtained. Now a virtual classifier is built based on the class label information which is formed by clustering. For incoming data samples, the class labels are predicted by the virtual classifier and drift detection based on posterior probabilities by the virtual classifier is performed as in Sect. 3.1. Figure 3 (b) shows the result of k-means clustering with k = 3 for unlabeled data chunk of Fig. 3 (a) . A virtual classifier described by two hyperplanes is also shown in Fig. 3 (b) . Figure 3 (c) depicts data samples after the change in data distribution by the 45 degree's rotation. Table 1 summarizes the algorithm for drift detection under the limited access to class labels which is presented in Sect. 3.1. A little modification is needed for the application in the situation of no access to class labels. The initial classifier f is replaced by the virtual classifier constructed on the grouping structure by a clustering method. Also the lines 11∼12, 18∼19, and 28∼30 need to be substituted by 
Experimental Results
Data Sets
To evaluate the performance capabilities of the proposed methods, we conducted experiments on synthetic data from the UCI machine learning repository [25] . A detailed description of data sets is given in Table 2 . We manipulated the data artificially to create drift after the half of the data stream. We selected x classes and y features randomly, and for data samples in the selected classes the selected features were shuffled in the second half of the data stream. The change magnitude was set as x = #class/2 and y = 50% respectively. In addition, the real streaming data that is known to have concept drift was used. Three real world datasets, Electricity, Forest Covertype, and Usenet were tested. The Forest Covertype dataset contains originally 581,012 data samples of seven classes. However, the two most frequently occurring classes occupy 85.22% of the data. Hence, we used the data samples from the two most frequently occurring classes for a comparison with the methods which only deal with two-class problems.
Evaluation Measures
Under the limited access to class labels, after the change is detected, the classification model is retrained using the data with the true class labels acquired from the experts. As an evaluation measure for the drift detection methods, classification accuracy for the unlabeled data samples in data streams can be used, since accurate detection for concept drift makes the performance of a classifier be maintained. In addition to prediction accuracy, we used Precision, Recall, and F1-measure in order to evaluate the performance of detecting the concept drift points correctly in artificially drifting data sets. All instances of drift that appear before the actual drift are termed FP (False Positive) cases, and the first change detection point after the actual drift is defined as a TP (True Positive) case. When there are no changes detected after the actual drift, we set the case as a FN (False Negative). With these three indexes, the measures can be calculated as shown below.
Precision(PR) = T P/(T P + FP), Recall(RC) = T P/(T P + FN), F1 − measure = (2 * PR * RC)/(PR + RC).
For the performance comparison of the drift detection methods in the situation with no access to class labels, F1-measure was only used.
Experimental Results under the Limited Access to Class Labels
In order to evaluate the performance of the drift detection methods, we conducted the experiments on synthetic data and real streaming data sets. The proposed drift detection methods FRW, MRW, and ERW were compared with various methods belonging to three categories as follows.
(1) DDM [11] , EDDM [12] , EWMA [13] : Drift detection methods are used along with a incrementally updatable classifier which require all data samples to be labeled. (2) uMD (using Margin Density) [7] , CDBD (Confidence Distribution Batch Detection) [6] : Using SVM as a classifier, it performs drift detection on unlabeled data streams. When drift is detected, a new classifier is built with labeled data within a drift warning interval.
(3) F-COMP. (FAST-COMPOSE: FAST COMPacted Ob-
ject Sample Extraction) [20] , [26] : A semi-supervised learning algorithm which does not require any more labeled data samples except initially labeled data.
For the proposed drift detection methods FRW, MRW, and ERW, the LDA and the SVM classifier with a linear kernel were used as the base model. The LDA classifier was coded by Matlab and the SVM classifier with the linear kernel is based on LibSVM. Three methods DDM, EDDM, EWMA require class labels for all the data samples and update the classification model incrementally. Therefore, SVM is not applicable for those methods because the incremental updating formula for SVM is not available. While uMD and CDBD using a linear SVM are only applicable for a twoclass problem, the proposed methods are feasible for both a two-class problem and a multi-class problem by using LDA and SVM. FAST-COMPOSE applies the cluster-and-label method for class prediction of unlabeled data samples where majority vote is used in each cluster obtained by k-means clustering. Unlabeled data with predicted labels are used as labeled data for the application of the cluster-and-label method in the next chunk of unlabeled data.
To build the initial classification model, the first 5% of the data stream was used as the training data. The experiments were repeated 100 times by generating the stream data in random order and average prediction accuracy and F1-measure were computed. The size of the window in all the compared methods was set as n = 200. For k-means clustering in FAST-COMPOSE, k was set as the number of classes multiplied by 3/2.
When using the LDA as a base model, the experimental results are shown in Table 3 , where "usage" means the proportion of required labeled data among the total data samples. F1-measure and accuracy in each case are denoted as a bold face. The proposed methods FRW, MRW, and ERW are compared with DDM, EDDM, EWMA, and FAST-COMPOSE. The proposed methods generally obtained high F1-measure on synthetic data, indicating that they detect concept changes accurately. Because the methods DDM, EDDM, EWMA update the model incrementally for each of data samples, we conjecture that they do not detect well small magnitudes of changes as drift. FAST-COMPOSE does not have the capability to detect concept drift, therefore F1-measure is not given. With regard to prediction accuracy, since FAST-COMPOSE intends to face the type of gradual drift and does not require any labeled data except initially given labeled data, it obtained low performance over all the data sets. DDM, EDDM, EWMA show slightly better results than the proposed methods. However, it is remarkable that the proposed methods used only approximately 7% of the labeled data on average, while DDM, EDDM, and EWMA use 100% of the labeling data. This indicates that the proposed methods are very effective at reducing the time and cost for obtaining the labels of the data, still maintaining the competitive prediction accuracy of a classifier. For the three real data sets, when using LDA as base model, the proposed methods have a little low prediction accuracy compared to three methods DDM, EDDM, and EWMA. However, labeling information is used at an approximate rate of 26%.
The results when using linear SVM as a base model are shown in the Table 4 . While uMD and CDBD are not applicable for multi-class problems, FRW and ERW show the good F1-measure overall and MRW has best prediction accuracy. For the binary class problems, the proposed method MRW has higher F1-measure than uMD, which implies fewer false detection instances. For the three real data sets, the experimental results with SVM as a base model show that MRW among the proposed methods has the highest prediction accuracy. When compared in terms of the usage, the proposed methods use the labeling information less than uMD and more than CDBD.
Experimental Results with no Access to Class Labels
The proposed method was compared with WW (Multivari- Table 6 The comparison of Fl-measure on synthetic data when the concept drift was generated according to the approach in the paper [ ate Wald-Wolfowitz test) [9] and Error [21] . We conducted the experiments only on the synthetic data where the drift was manipulated artificially and therefore the drift point is known. As in the experiments in Sect. 4.3, the window size was set as 200 for all the compared methods. For the proposed method, grouping structure was obtained by k-means clustering method and virtual classifiers by using the LDA and SVM were constructed. Through all the experiments, k was set as 15. Table 5 compares the performance by F1-measure on the synthetic data where concept drift was generated by feature shuffling in the same way as Sect. 4.3. FRW and ERW give the better results than all the compared methods. On the other hand, WW has low F1-measure values because it is very sensitive on the small magnitude of drift and issues too much of detection signals. Table 6 shows the experimental results on synthetic data when the artificial drift was generated according to the approach in the paper [21] . The concept drift occurs when the stream of data samples belonging to the largest class is switched to the data samples from the second largest class. The proposed method ERW based on LDA has higher F1-measure on six cases out of the seven synthetic data sets.
The graphs in Fig. 4 compare the performance when using different k values for the k-means clustering method in the proposed methods FRW and ERW. k was set as 5, 10, 15. The graph in Fig. 4 (a) shows F1-measure values obtained by the method FRW on synthetic data sets of Table 5 . The graph in Fig. 4 (b) displays F1-measure values obtained by the method ERW on synthetic data sets of Table 6 . In most of cases, the performance tends to get higher as k increases.
Conclusion
Concept drift detection is necessary for effective processing of data streams. In this paper, three drift detection approaches are proposed when the labeled data are limited or not available. The proposed method effectively combines the following aspects.
• When the access to the labels is limited, it utilizes the probability estimates for class prediction in order to describe the behavior patterns of classifier.
• Three approaches based on two types of windows, a reference window and a detection window, are proposed.
• When the access to the labels is not available at all, drift detection using a virtual classifier is performed.
In the experiments, the proposed methods give high F1-measure meaning that the proposed methods detect the change accurately. It can be said that the proposed methods are effective when used to reducing the labeling cost and the time required to obtain labels.
